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Abstract
In this case study we investigate the use of PVS for developing type theoretical concepts and verifying the
correctness of a typing algorithm. PVS turns out to be very useful for efficient development of a sound basic
theory about polymorphic typing. This research contributes to the PoplMark challenge on mechanizing
metatheory.
The correctness of the typing algorithm is expressed as the so-called Contextual Principal Type Property,
which is interesting in its own right.
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Introduction

This paper reports on a case study in computer aided verification of theories about
syntactic objects.
Syntactic theories such as type theories play an important role in the (static)
analysis of computer programs and construction of reliable implementations of programming languages. The usability and reliability of syntactic techniques could
potentially be improved by using automated proof assistants, thus bridging the gap
between theory and implementations.
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For example, subtle syntactical matters such as treatment of variables and bindings are crucial when implementing a typing algorithm as a compiler module. These
syntactical details are usually not addressed in theoretical expositions and are therefore an embarrassing source of errors. These could have been avoided with a more
detailed design and verification.
This need is recognized by many researchers. Most notably, the PoplMark
Challenge [1] calls for experiments on verifications of metatheory of type systems
using proof tools. The idea is to formalize existing proofs of properties of type
systems with different proof assistants.
Our paper goes one step further: we propose to introduce the proof assistant
already during the development of type theoretic concepts. With such a tool it is
possible to verify the consistency of technical concepts while designing them. We do
this by checking properties linking these concepts, such as substitution requirements.
Tempting inaccuracies in the constructions are easily detected in this way. After
successful formalization of the basic concepts, we use the proof tool to develop a
complete correctness proof of the algorithms involved. We have done this in the
case of a typing algorithm in a weakly polymorphic system.
The contribution of this paper is threefold.
First, it reports on a methodological experiment. We assess the usability of
PVS for formalizing type theory. PVS has not been used for this kind of type
theory yet, and there is no PVS-answer to the PoplMark challenge. Moreover
we assess feasibility of the approach mentioned above: using PVS already during
the development of basic theory and the algorithm. One could argue that the type
system in our case study is simpler than the one in the PoplMark challenge. The
technical complexity of the properties involved, however, is of the same level.
The second contribution is the machine verification of a typing algorithm. We
prove the soundness and completeness of a specific refinement of the well-known
Milner-Wand typing algorithm, the so-called Contextual Principal Type Property.
This result is new and cannot be derived from existing results.
Finally, this paper proposes a labelling mechanism for dealing with various variable classes. With this method we avoid the tedious reasoning about α-conversion
which is typical in formalizations of syntactic reasoning. We apply our method to
distinguish between different roles of variables, connected to the specific universal
quantification in our type theoretic setting. Our mechanism is flexible enough to
be applied to similar systems with mixed free and bound variables such as rank-2
polymorphism and existential types [14].
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Type theory

Typing is a powerful tool for static analysis of programs. Especially in the area
of functional programming, numerous typing systems are used to capture properties varying from simple consistency of function applications to complex sharing
requirements, see e.g. [3], [4].
This paper is about type systems with weak polymorphism. We focus on the
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type reconstruction problem for these systems. It is well-known that typability of
full polymorphism (System-F or λ2 in typed lambda calculus) is undecidable, but
there are many systems with some restricted (‘weak’) form of polymorphism, such
as let-polymorphism and rank-2 polymorphism.
In this section we will introduce some basic type-theoretic notions.
First-order typing. Let us consider combinatory expressions built up from
variables (from a given set V ) and constants (C) using application and definitionabstraction:
E ::= V | C | E E | let V = E in E.
Types are constructed from type variables (V) with a function type constructor:
T ::= V | T→T.
A type substitution is a function ∗ : V → T. The result of applying ∗ to σ is denoted
by σ ∗ . In the sequel, we let e, e1 , . . . range over E, σ, τ, . . . over T.
Typing statements are of the form Γ ⊢ e : τ , where Γ is a set of declarations of
the form x:σ. We suppose that the constants have some fixed type given by a type
environment env : C → T called a basis. The typing rules are straightforward:

Γ, x:σ ⊢ x : σ
Γ ⊢ e1 : σ→τ

Γ ⊢ c : env(c)

Γ ⊢ e2 : σ

Γ ⊢ e1 : σ

Γ ⊢ e1 e2 : τ

Γ, x:σ ⊢ e2 : τ

Γ ⊢ let x = e1 in e2 : τ

The computation of a type for an expression is called type inference. There are
several implementations of typing algorithms for functional languages. Most of these
are based on Milner’s algorithm, commonly denoted by W [13]. The approach by
Wand ([23]) differs from Milner’s approach in that type reconstruction is split into
two phases. During the first phase, expressions are traversed and typing constraints
(following from the rules for the respective syntactic constructions) are collected as
type equations. Type variables are used to denote the unknowns in these equations.
Solving the constraints (via unification) takes place during the second phase. In W
the identified constraints are solved immediately. See also [2].
The principal typing algorithm decides for each e whether it is typable; in the
positive case it computes a principal pair Γ, σ which is correct (sound), i.e.,
Γ⊢e:σ
and moreover complete, i.e., each other typing can be obtained from Γ, σ by substitution:
Γ′ ⊢ e : σ ′ ⇒ Γ′ ⊇ Γ∗ , σ ′ = σ ∗ for some ∗ .
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A stronger variant of the principal typing algorithm computes a contextual principal type σ given Γ and e. The substitution in the soundness property then only
affects σ. The contextual version implies the principal typing property, but not vice
versa. We will focus on this contextual principal type property in our formalization.
Moreover, we will use Wand’s style of deriving types.
Weak polymorphism. We will describe a system which allows types with
universal quantification of variables at the outermost level, such as ∀α.α→α. The
resulting set of type schemes is denoted by T∀ :
T∀ ::= T | ∀V.T∀ .
S, T, . . . range over T∀ . Type schemes are assigned to expression variables (by Γ),
and to constants (by the type environment env : C → T∀ ). These schemes can be
instantiated by substituting types for the quantified variables. To this end, the first
order system is extended with rules such as
Γ ⊢ e : ∀α.S

Γ⊢e:S

(α not free in Γ)
Γ ⊢ e : ∀α.S
For this system one can prove principal typing results like for the first-order
case. To allow for an inductive generation of type constraints one can transform
the system into a ‘syntax directed’ one, in which each rule corresponds to exactly
one syntactic construction. We will not go into the details.
Γ ⊢ e : S[α := τ ]
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Formalizing expressions and types

In this section we will prepare for the representation of types and show how to formalize the basic notions in PVS [18]. In our formalization we will consider a variant
of the weakly polymorphic system introduced in the previous section. In our case
study we wish to focus on the (sometimes subtle and error-prone) administration
and manipulation of types and the various rôles of type variables. We therefore
restrict the expression syntax to the simplest interesting example: the applicational
fragment, so without let expressions. This is not a serious restriction, since [21]
shows that let-polymorphism can be translated into a purely combinatoric system
via substitutions.
Types with markings
In the typing algorithm for weak polymorphism one has to distinguish two substitutionlike operations on types. Instantiation should affect the (quantified) scheme variables, but not the other (free) variables. The solving substitutions should be restricted to auxiliary type variables (denoting the unknowns in equations). For a
transparent formalization we introduce the notion of marked type variables and two
replacement operations on marked types. We will use this for a ‘secure’ formalization of the changing rôles of the variables in the subsequent steps of the algorithm.
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The collection T of marked first-order types is built up from type variables that
can appear either plain or marked (denoted by underlining):
T ::= V | V | T→T.
We will describe two replacement operations on marked types: instantiation of
marked variables and substitution of unmarked variables. Let σ ∈ T and let ∗ : V→T
be a substitution. The instantiation effect of ∗ on σ, denoted by [σ]∗ , is defined
inductively by
[α]∗ = α,
[α]∗ = ∗(α),
[σ→τ ]∗ = [σ]∗ →[τ ]∗ .
Observe that the free (i.e. unmarked) scheme variables of σ are marked in [σ]∗ . The
substitution effect of ∗ on σ, denoted by (σ)∗ , is defined by
(α)∗ = ∗(α),
(α)∗ = α,
(σ→τ )∗ = (σ)∗ →(τ )∗ .
Typing in the weakly polymorphic system can be expressed using marked firstorder types: quantified variables can be represented as marked variables. The
instantiation mechanism becomes
Γ⊢e:σ
Γ ⊢ e : [σ]∗
or Γ, x:σ ⊢ x : [σ]∗ and Γ ⊢ c : [env(c)]∗ in the syntax directed variant.
Representing syntax in PVS
We formalize the syntax in our proof tool. While explaining the formalization we
will give a brief introduction to PVS.
PVS offers an interactive environment for the development and analysis of formal
specifications. The system consists of a specification language and a theorem prover.
The specification language of PVS is based on classical, typed higher-order logic.
It resembles common functional programming languages, like Haskell, LISP or ML.
PVS supports inductive definitions.
We use the following representation of expressions.
EXPR [ V:TYPE , C:TYPE ] : DATATYPE
BEGIN
e_var
(v_id: V)
e_const (c_id: C)
e_appl (e_fun , e_arg: EXPR)
END EXPR

: e_var?
: e_const?
: e_appl?

The basic syntactical categories V and C appear as the parameters V and C of the inductive data type EXPR. The data type itself has three constructors, e var, e const
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and e appl for representing values in EXPR. In addition, three recognizers e var?,
e const? and e appl? are defined (PVS allows question marks as constituents of
identifiers), which can be used as predicates to test whether or not an EXPR object
starts with the respective constructor. It will be more convenient, however, to define
operations on inductive datatypes by pattern matching.
For each data type, PVS generates a collection of so-called theories. One of
those theories contains the basic declarations and axioms formalizing the data type,
including an induction scheme for proofs. Moreover, instantiations of some generic
operations such as map (for lifting functions) and the recursor reduce are generated.
For example, the function fvs (giving the free variables of an expression) can
be defined using the recursor by specifying the results for each case of the inductive
data type (variable, constant, application):
fvs: [ EXPR → PRED [ V ] ] = reduce(singleton ,λ(c:C):∅ ,∪)

When applied to an expression e, this function will return the subset of V (in PVS
denoted as PRED[V]) consisting of the variables occurring in e. We have used the
predefined set operations singleton and union.
More involved inductive definitions can be given using a general pattern matching scheme (CASES). In particular, the function reduce itself is defined internally as
follows.
reduce (vf: [ V → ran ] , cf: [ C → ran ] , af: [ [ ran , ran ] → ran ] ) : [ EXPR → ran ]
= λ (e: EXPR): LET red: [ EXPR → ran ] = reduce(vf , cf , af)
IN CASES e OF
e_var(v):
vf(v) ,
e_const(c): cf(c) ,
e_appl(f , a): af(red(f) , red(a))
ENDCASES

¡¡¡¡¡¡¡ formalization.tex ======= ¿¿¿¿¿¿¿ 1.4
We will use the concept of marked types both for type schemes in environments
(Γ and env) and for special variables in type assignments (e : σ). For convenience,
however, we will use different names for these two occurrences of the collection of
marked types: we represent them as two separate data types. This is shown in the
following declarations.
SCHEME [ V : TYPE ] : DATATYPE
MTYPE [ V:TYPE ] : DATATYPE
BEGIN
BEGIN
s_bv (bv:V): s_bv?
t_mv (t_var:V): t_mv?
s_fv (fv:V): s_fv?
t_fv (t_var:V): t_fv?
s_arr (arg , res:SCHEME): s_arr?
t_arr (t_arg , t_res:MTYPE ): t_arr?
END SCHEME
END MTYPE
discard(x:V) :PRED [ V ] = ∅
fvs: [ SCHEME → PRED [ V ] ] = reduce(discard , singleton ,∪)
bvs: [ SCHEME → PRED [ V ] ] = reduce(singleton , discard ,∪)
fvs: [ MTYPE → PRED [ V ] ]
mvs: [ MTYPE → PRED [ V ] ]

= reduce(discard , singleton ,∪)
= reduce(singleton , discard ,∪)

Contrary to our approach, in [15] and [16] expressions are typed with monomorphic
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types (i.e. types with only one kind of type variables). A consequence is that
type variables occurring free in the type scheme can, after instantiation, be altered
during type reconstruction. The advantage of using two kinds of variables is that
they remain distinguishable, even after unification. We will explain this in more
detail in section 5.
The instantiation and substitution operations (denoted earlier by [·]∗ and (·)∗ )
can be defined easily using the recursors for SCHEME and MTYPE.
SUBST : TYPE = [ V → MTYPE ] ;
inst(s:SUBST) : [ SCHEME → MTYPE ] = reduce(s , t_mv , t_arr)
subst(s:SUBST): [ MTYPE → MTYPE ] = reduce(t_mv , s , t_arr)

Observe that inst changes free scheme variables into marked type variables, implying that they cannot be further instantiated via substitution. In [21], an operation
is introduced which converts a type back into a scheme. Usually this is called generalization. The result depends on the context in which the operation is performed,
in particular on the type variables appearing in the used base. Generalization corresponds to the ∀-introduction rule in the weakly polymorphic type system. In
PVS:
gen(p:pred [ V ] ) : [ V → SCHEME ]
= λ(v:V): IF p(v) THEN s_fv(v) ELSE s_bv(v) ENDIF
generalize (p:pred [ V ] ) : [ MTYPE → SCHEME ]
= reduce(gen(p) , s_bv , s_arr)

Typically, the function generalize will be parameterized with the free variables of
the present basis. Generalization (below indicated as G) plays a crucial role in the
proof of the following property concerning substitutions.

Γ ⊢ e1 [x := e2 ] : σ ⇒ Γ ⊢ e2 : τ,

Γ, x:G(Γ, τ ) ⊢ e1 : σ for some τ.

This property is used by [21] to justify the way let-polymorphism is translated into
our combinatoric system.
For convenience, we prefer to use the infix operation ** instead of subst. Moreover, the operator ≤ is used to express ‘is an instance of’. We have two different
versions, one for schemes and one for types.
For the definition of infix operations, PVS requires a specific syntax that does
not allow parameter types to be included in the argument list.
s
t , t1 , t2
ts

: VAR SUBST
: VAR MTYPE
: VAR SCHEME

**(t , s): MTYPE = subst(s)(t)
≤(t1 , t2) : bool = ∃ (s) : t2 = t1 ** s ;
≤(ts , t) : bool = ∃ (s) : t = inst(s)(ts ) ;
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Formalizing the typing system

To specify the type inference rules, we make use of PVS’s facility to define inductive
predicates. The type system is specified as a separate PVS theory typingEXPR. This
theory has the environment env assigning types to constants as parameter.
typingEXPR [ V , X , C:TYPE ,
(IMPORTING SCHEME [ V ] ) env: [ C → SCHEME [ V ] ] ] : THEORY
BEGIN
BASE : TYPE
= [ X → SCHEME ]
b : VAR BASE
st : VAR [ EXPR , MTYPE ]
|-(b , st) : INDUCTIVE
CASES st‘1 OF
e_var(w)
e_const(c)
e_appl(f , a)

bool =
: b(w)
≤ st ‘2 ,
: env(c) ≤ st ‘2 ,
: ∃ (t:MTYPE): (b |- (f , t_arr(t , st ‘ 2 )))
∧ (b |- (a , t))

ENDCASES
END typingEXPR

Above, the variable st is declared as a pair consisting of an expression and its type.
The notation st‘n is used to select the nth component of st.
An important property for our final theorem stating that type derivation is
closed under substitution, is the following:
typable_subst : LEMMA
∀(e:EXPR , t:MTYPE , b:BASE , s:Substitution ):
(b |- (e , t)) ⇒ (b |- (e , t ** s))

The proof by induction on the structure of e is straightforward.

5

Formalizing the algorithm

Until now, we only considered the monomorphic subset of MTYPE. In the present
section, the role of the free variables will become apparent: they serve as unknows
in type equations. These type equations are represented as a list of pairs. Solving
these equations is usually done via unification: the process of finding a substitution
that is a unifier for all equations appearing in the list.
In PVS equations and solutions can be defined as follows:
EQS : TYPE = list [ [ MTYPE , MTYPE ] ]
solves(s): pred [ EQS ] = every(λ(t1 , t2: MTYPE): t1 ** s = t2 ** s)

The predefined combinator every checks if all elements of a list satisfy a given
predicate. In this case we verify whether the given substitution s is a unifier for
each pair of types.
It is well-known that unification is decidable. However, correctness of type
inference does not depend on a particular implementation of unification, but merely
on some general properties. As is, we do not give a unification algorithm but specify
its properties via axioms. A machine verified proof of these properties (also by
using PVS) for the Robinson unification [20] is given in [9]. The second axiom
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(mgu complete) is based on the usual ordering on substitutions:
s , s1 , s2: VAR SUBST
≤(s1 , s2) : bool = ∃ s : s2 = (s o s1)
mgu: [ EQS → lift [ SUBST ] ]
mgu_sound : AXIOM
∀(eqs:EQS): mgu(eqs) = up(s) ⇒ solves(s)(eqs)
mgu_complete : AXIOM
∀(eqs:EQS): solves(s)(eqs) ⇒ up?(mgu(eqs)) ∧ down(mgu(eqs)) ≤ s

The predefined lift datatype adds a bottom element to a given base type, in this
case SUBST. This is useful for defining partial functions, particularly to indicate the
cases that unification fails.
The next step is to associate a set of type equations with each expression e,
in such a way that typability of e can be expressed in terms solvability of those
equations.
The generation of these equations is recursively defined on the structure of e.
This algorithm needs to generate new free type variables. In hand written proofs
this issue is often disposed of in a single remark stating that at certain points fresh
variables are introduced. This merely means that these variables do not clash with
variables used elsewhere. Obviously this solution will not work in a machine verified
proof, which forces us to formalize such a notion of freshness. The easiest way to do
this is by using natural numbers as type variables and by explicitly maintaining a
counter indicating the next free variable number. The counter is incremented each
time a fresh variable is required. This counter (below named heap) is returned as
an additional component of the result of generate. Similar to [15], in our definition
of generate we use two auxiliary functions called fresh and next bv. The first
function is used to create a fresh instance of a type scheme, i.e. a type in which
bound scheme variables are substituted by fresh free variables. The second function
computes the offset with which our heap must be increased such that uniqueness of
fresh variables remains guaranteed.
fresh(heap:nat): [ SCHEME → MTYPE ] = inst(λ(n:nat):t_fv(n+heap ))
next_bv: [ SCHEME → nat ] = reduce (λ(n:nat):n+1 ,λ(n:nat):0 , maximum)
equa(t1 , t2:MTYPE ): EQS = cons ((t1 , t2) ,null)
generate(b:BASE )(e:EXPR , t:MTYPE )(h:nat): RECURSIVE [ nat , EQS ] =
CASES e OF
e_var(v):
(next_bv(b(v))+h , equa(t , fresh(h)(b(v )))) ,
e_const(c): (next_bv(en(c))+h , equa(t , fresh(h)(en(c )))) ,
e_appl(f , a): LET (fh , feqs) = generate(b)(f , t_arr(t_fv(h) ,t))(h+1 ) ,
(ah , aeqs) = generate(b)(a , t_fv(h))(fh)
IN (ah , append(feqs , aeqs))
ENDCASES
MEASURE e BY <<

The MEASURE specification is a standard part in the definition of recursive functions
such as generate. In PVS all functions are total. The measure is used to show that
the function terminates. This is done by generating a proof obligation (a so-called
Type Correctness Condition, TCC ) indicating that the measure strictly decreases
at each recursive call. In this case we can use the standard subtree-ordering on
elements inductive data types <<. This ordering is part of the standard theory
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generated with each inductive data type.
As can be deduced from the PVS code, generate uses free type variables as
placeholders which are filled in later via unification. The advantage of separating
these free variables from marked variables is that the substitution resulting from
unification is restricted to placeholders only. This appears to crucial when formulating and proving the principal types property.

6

The correctness proof

In this section we show that type assignment has the Contextual Principal Type
Property. The proof is divided into three steps. The first two steps concern correctness of our procedure, i.e. soundness and completeness. In the third step our
main theorem is proven using both correctness and the properties of the unification
algorithm.
Soundness. The soundness property can be formulated as follows:
generate_sound: PROPOSITION
∀(b:BASE , e:EXPR , t:MTYPE , n:nat , s:SUBST):
solves(s)(generate(b)(e , t)(n) ‘2) ⇒ (b

|- (e , t ** s))

This proposition is proven by induction on the structure of e. In contrast to [15],
we do not have any side-conditions with respect to the free variables occurring in b.
The proof itself is actually not difficult and relatively short (approximately 50 proof
steps). This size is slightly misleading because it depends on many intermediate
results which were proved separately. The main lemma occurring in the proof
(relating the instance of a scheme ts to a substitution on a fresh copy ts) is:
fresh_inst : LEMMA
∀(n:nat , ts:SCHEME , s:SUBST):
inst(λ(m:nat):s(n+m ))(ts) = fresh(n)(ts) ** s

This lemma can be proven in just 15 steps, using structural induction on ts.
Completeness. The formulation as well as the proof of the completeness property is more subtle.
generate_complete: PROPOSITION
∀(m:nat , n:(below?(m)) ,b:BASE , e:EXPR , t:(betweenT?(n , m )) ,s1:(bsubst?(n , m ))):
(b |- (e , t ** s1)) ⇒
LET (nheap , eqs) = generate(b)(e , t)(m)
IN ∃(s2:(bsubst?(n , nheap ))): solves(s2)(eqs)
∧ restrict(s2)(between?(n , m))= s1

To complete the proof we had to make some specific assumptions on the free type
variables occurring in the input type t and the substitution s1. These assumptions are formulated using dependent types: types depending on values. E.g. the
predicate betweenT?(n,m) states that any variable v occurring in t lies between n
and m. For substitutions the predicate bsubst?(n,m) does something similar: both
domain and range of a substitution should be bounded by n and m. The function
restrict restricts s2 to elements of the specified set, in this case between?(n,m).
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The complexity of the proof is significantly greater than the soundness proof: it
requires some 1500 proof steps, not to mention the numerous sublemmas that are
involved. Similar to the proof in [15], the e appl-case is not only lengthy but also
quite difficult.
Contextual Principal Types. We finally arrive at one of the main goals
of our exercise: the contextual principal type property. A necessary technicality
is that we show that the principal type itself is clean, meaning that there is no
overlap between free and marked variables. The latter is important because the
generalization (as defined in section 3) of a ‘unhygienic’ type may lead to undesired
name clashes.
Clean? : PRED [ MTYPE ] = { t : MTYPE | disjoint?(fvs(t) ,mvs(t)) }
principal_types: THEOREM
∀(b:BASE , e:EXPR): ∀(t1 , t2:MTYPE ):
(b |- (e , t1)) ∧ (b |- (e , t2)) ⇒
∃(t:(Clean? )): (b |- (e , t)) ∧ t ≤ t1 ∧ t ≤ t2

Roughly, the proof proceeds as follows. Create a fresh variable, say v, and two singleton substitutions assigning t1 and t2 respectively to v. Use generate complete
twice with t fv(v) as t and the above singleton substitutions as s1. This results in two new substitutions, both solving the set of generated equations. By
mgu complete we obtain the most general solution for these equations. Then the
combination of mgu sound and generate sound gives us a type t for e. Transforming this type into a clean variant and showing that this variant is smaller than or
equal to both t1 and t2. This is just a matter of simple case distinctions.
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Conclusion

We have successfully formalized the syntax of expressions and types, as well as a
typing system with weak polymorphism. We used the formalization to obtain an
exciting new technical result. This was not done by using an existing ‘paper proof’,
but by developing it from scratch within the proof tool.
Our formalization includes a variable administration to deal with mixed rôles
of variables in systems with quantifiers (such as polymorphic and existential type
systems). The representation allows for reasoning about these technical matters at
a conveniently high level.
We have used PVS for two goals: consistent development of syntactical concepts
(such as typing) and verification of an algorithm.
The use of the proof tool for conceptual development turned out to be very beneficial. Inaccuracies stemming from implicit assumptions in theoretical expositions
were quickly discovered and repaired. The formalization of the correctness proof did
not lead to any alterations in the basic theory: stability was achieved after checking
some basic properties.
The formalization of the correctness proof 3 took about 2000 steps, comparable
3

All

the

proofs

presented

in

this
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paper

can

be

downloaded

from

to formalizations of similar syntactic theories. Our proofs could be optimized further
by adding more lemmas, replacing repeating patterns.
After a short time, PVS turned out to be a helpful partner. In systems such as
Coq [19] the focus is on ‘backward reasoning’, transforming proof goals into simpler
ones. The ability of PVS to combine this with forward reasoning (reasoning from
assumptions) was greatly appreciated. There is no general consensus about which
proof tool is preferable, but our experience does not contradict the conclusions of
the comparison in [7].
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Related work

In the spirit of the PoplMark paper, it is interesting to compare our result with
similar formalizations. The closest formalization is the verification of the ‘classical’
principal type property in Isabelle [17] reported in [16] and [15].
The complexity of the formalization (measured in definitions and proof steps) is
roughly the same as ours, which is reasonable considering that the results deal with
similar type theoretic concepts.
The structure of the Isabelle formalization looks different from the one in PVS.
This is likely to be due to the different proof styles supported by Isabelle and PVS
respectively. Isabelle focuses on goal-driven proving (so called ‘backward reasoning’). Users typically adopt a bottom-up proof strategy, first proving many auxilary
basic results before referring to these results in proofs of more complex properties.
PVS supports both backward and forward reasoning (resasoning from assumptions),
thus allowing a mixed (bottom-up and top-down) strategy. The main reason to single out an auxiliary result is that it occurs more often in a proof. These differences
are not essential: a routine user will become comfortable with either style. It is
merely interesting to see the difference being reflected in the structure of the proof
code.
It would not be easy to adapt the proof in [15] of the Principal Type Property
to a proof of the Contextual Principal Type Property. The ‘dual’ role of variables
in bases and object types requires a less straightforward representation of these.
One of the PoplMark challenges is the treatment of variable binding. Several
solutions to this challenge have been reported, e.g. [5]. Most of these are based on
de Bruijn indices. Though [1] argues that this representation introduces too much
overhead in formal proofs, and therefore should be avoided, this is not confirmed
by any of the presented solutions.
Our approach can be regarded as a combination of De Bruijn indices and a labelling mechanism to avoid α-conversion reasoning. This works well in our case,
allowing straightforward proofs of instantiation properties. Moreover, our method
can easily be applied to other mechanisms of variable binding, such as rank-2 polymorphism and existential types [14].
The idea of explicitly distinguishing free from bound variables is also employed
http://www.cs.ru.nl/S.Smetsers/files/principal.zip
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in [?]. The authors introduce two disjoint syntactic categories called variables and
parameters. In our approach, the role of a variable is indicated by labels in one category, allowing the change of roles in the substitution and instantiation mechanisms
to be expressed in a straightforward way.
An alternative solution is proposed in [?], introducing the theory and applications of nominal sets, a mathematical model of names and binding based on permutations. The structure of α-equated terms can be defined as a nominal datatype.
The main advantage of the construction is that one automatically obtains a structural induction principle. This induction principle is available as a package for
Isabelle/HOL, and experiments have showed that mechanized proofs are almost
identical to hand-written proofs in which α-conversion is done implicitly. It would
be interesting to add this structural induction principle to PVS, and to compare
our approach with that of [22].
In a broader sense, our work can be considered as a contribution to fully formalized (both functional and imperative) languages and fully verified compilers, see
e.g. [12], [10]. Most theorem proving in this area has been done in Coq or LF. We
prefer the more flexible proof style of PVS.
The present research is part of a larger project using PVS for both the verification
of existing software [8] and the development of new software [9]. For instance, the
correctness of a scheduling protocol for a smart-card personalization machine has
been proven in [11]. This protocol was used as a case study to test the power of
model checkers. Due to their nature, model checkers were only capable of verifying
correctness for a machine with a limited amount of personalization units. Using
PVS it is shown that the correctness holds for any number of units.
We have applied the present formalization to prove a conjecture in an analysis of
program transformations [21]. It turned out to be easy to connect our formalization
with existing work of the program transformation. It is crucial that our result allows
the typing basis to be fixed in a proof. The classical Principal Type Property (about
principal pairs) would not be usable. The combination of these results shows that
in a core functional language like Mini-ML [6] principal types can be computed
effectively.
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